PRESS RELEASE

Novelist A.C. Frieden

The Serpent’s Game Keeps Getting Great Reviews
CHICAGO, Illinois, USA (Dec. 25, 2013) – Chicago-based author A.C. Frieden’s latest spy thriller
The Serpent’s Game continues to receive great reviews since its release on December 1, including
from literary experts at Kirkus Reviews and Crimespree Magazine. The e-book versions of his
thrillers made available by Down & Out Books in both Amazon Kindle and Barnes & Noble Nook
formats and in paperback by Avendia Publishing. Here are some of the latest reviews:

“International espionage collides with the Katrina‐
ravaged streets of New Orleans―an intelligent and
intriguing spy thriller.”
―Crimespree Magazine
“A solid espionage novel.”
―Kirkus Reviews
“Frieden keeps...the twists coming in this gritty,
complex and satisfying thriller.”
―Jamie Freveletti, author of Robert Ludlum’s
The Janus Reprisal
“Once again, Frieden has delivered a top‐notch
thriller with an international flair.”
―Marc Paoletti, author of Scorch
“Some of the best writing about the early hours of
Katrina that you are likely to come across.”
―M.K. Turner, BookReview.com
“This book will leave your synapses crackling
and hungering for more.”
―Ditter Kellen, author of Ember Burns

About the author: A.C. Frieden is an international author based in Chicago. His works include the
Jonathan Brooks series, as well as other fiction and non-fiction books. His thrillers are published by
Down & Out Books (e-books) and Avendia Publishing (paperbacks). He is also an intellectual
property attorney, private pilot, divemaster candidate, martial artist and former biologist and military
marksman. For more information, visit his website at www.acfrieden.com.
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